Theoretical study of the complementarity in halogen-bonded complexes involving nitrogen and halogen as negative sites.
This article analyzes the interplay between X···N and X···X halogen bonds interactions in NCX···NCX···XCH3 complexes, where X=Cl and Br. To better understand the properties of these systems, the corresponding dyads were also studied. These effects are studied theoretically in terms of geometric and energetic features of the complexes, which are computed by ab initio methods. The estimated values of cooperative energy (E coop) are all negative with much larger E coop in absolute value for the NCBr···NCBr···BrCH3 system. The effect of X···N on the properties of X···X is larger than that of X···X bonding on the properties of X···N. These results can be understood in terms of the electrostatic potentials of the negative sites with which the positive regions on the halogens are interacting. The nature of halogen bond interactions of the complexes is analyzed using parameters derived from the energy decomposition analysis.